this episode looks at privacy and
how cyber criminals are able to
exploit your private information

one morning in cyberville at crime boss
robin moola’s head quarters...
situated a stone throw away from the
local police station.

i wish we
could catch those
cyber criminals wrecking
havoc in our citizens
private lives!

ok - gather around everyone.
lets begin our
strategy workshop.

cyber criminal syndicate strategy meeting....

THAT’S NOT DIFFICULT!
people are so careless with
their information!
thats what makes our job
so easy!

all these late night
hacks have made me
tired... zzzzz

lets see what business trends are
hot for this week so we can
FIND A WAY TO TAP INTO THEM

we need to be more proactive &
obtain the private details of our
victims lives

THE PERSONAL INFORMATION ON YOUR PROFILE
MAKES YOU VULNERABLE TO ATTACK

social networks
68% OF PEOPLE WITH PUBLIC SOCIAL MEDIA PROFILES
SHARED THEIR BIRTHDAY INFORMATION
12% SHARED THEIR PET’S NAME
63% SHARED THEIR HIGH SCHOOL’S NAME
18% SHARED THEIR PHONE NUMBER

here is the updated
target list! lets hit them
hard chaps...i want to
get our corporate jet by
december!

how criminals
target and monetise
personal information:
Username & passwords
Identity hijacking
Email harvesting
Virtual goods
Web server
Financial
Extortion
Botnets

Shady

Lookout
speciality: email harvesting & virtual goods

speciality: credentials and passwords

email harvesting:

1. compile prospective innocent victim (“iv’s”) list
2. hack into “iv’s” computers
3. install spyware onto “iv’’s” computer to capture
their keystrokes
4. use captured information to log into victim
accounts:
* bank or Financial accounts,
to steal & transfer money
* icloud, google drive, or dropbox accounts,
to access all sensitive data
* amazon or other online shopping accounts,
to purchase goods in ”iv’s”name
* ups/fedex accounts,
to ship stolen goods in “iv’s”name

1. scan all “iv’s” emails for information to sell i.e:
* all the names, email addresses and
phone numbers from their contact list
* all their personal or work emails.
2. compile “iv’s” database information to sell

virtual goods:
1. copy and steal any virtual goods from “iv’s”
2. sell stolen virtual goods i.e.
* online gaming characters, gaming goods
or gaming currencies
* any software licences, operating licence
keys or gaming licences

H.I.Jack

Robin Moola
speciality: web server, Financial & Extortion

speciality: botnets & identity hijacking
botnets:

turn hacked computer into a webserver to use for
the following:

1. connect “iv’s” hacked computer to entire
network of hacked computers controlled by me
2. this network is called a botnet that i use for:
* sending out spam to millions of people
* launching denial of service (ddos) attacks

* hosting phishing websites to steal other peoples’
usernames & passwords
* hosting attacking tools to hack vicitm computers
* distributing child pornography, pirated videos
or stolen music

identity hijacking:

Financial:

to steal “iv’s” online identity to commit fraud or
to sell “iv’s” identity to others i.e:
* facebook, twitter or linkedin
* email accounts
* skype or other im accounts

scan “iv’s” system for valuable information i.e.
credit card information / tax records and past
Filings or Financial investments and retirement
plan
extortion:

THINK...

BEFORE YOU SHARE TOO MUCH

demand money from “iv’s” in the following ways:
* take pictures of them with their computer camera
& demand payment to destroy or not release the
pictures
* encrypting all data on their computer and demand
payment for it
* track all websites they have visited and threaten
to publish them

They are after YOUR information!!

Msizi the meerkat on PRIVACY:
1. Username and passwords:
Create strong and unique passwords with upper, lowercase, numbers
and special characters
2. Social media:
Don’t share personal information and ensure that your
privacy settings are in place
3. Malware:
Always check your downloads are not malicious

Be alert!!

remember, you are a target!
Always follow these awareness tips

4. Home wi-fi:
Always change your home router’s setting by customising
your password and network name

5. Hotspots:
Don’t click on any hotspots under the names of airports, coffee shops
etc. Always get the password from the shop management

